
comments on youtube:
stoopkid80  

Why didn't you go on it? 
Pdasilva0324  

Kinda dangerous I would think? Has anyone

K

 
ever  been  hurt  or  killed  on  one  of  these 
things? 

UdallIn72  
I'd  be  SHOCKED  if  nobody ever  was.
It's basically a wooden guillotine. 

BranVanLutter   
I  love  it  and I  use  one  every  day  at  my 
workplace in Berlin. 

someone7272  
Heard about these, but this is the first ever 
time i've seen one! 

tbates57  
The first time that I faced one of these was in 
the I. G. Farben Building in Frankfurt in the 
early  1960s  and  I  decided  to  opt  for  the 
stairs.  I  was mentally prepared on the next 
visit  and found it  not nearly as terrifying as 
anticipated - in fact, quiet neat. 
preput 
it  moves  quite  fast.  what  happens behind 
those flaps of the boxes that move around? 



ASSEMblerEX

I  think  that  you  should be  required  to  yell 
"Huzzah!"  the  moment  you get  into  one of 
these. 

teddygrammm 
so ummm....what happens if  you get to the 
top and you stay inside the thing? 
aaandre321 

You get crushed 

ASSEMblerEX  

You come back down. 

GreenSpaenle 

Honestly what the hell happens if you ride all 
the way down or all the way up? 
BLaMOInc 

nothing, you just die eventually! haha

n

SettleForNothing 

I was thinking the same thing. Imagine if you 
were drunk and stumble down just before the 
elevator reaches the top...
rebel4evr114 

how is this not dangerous?
kidwithcoolroom1

just  wanted to see what happens if  you hit
the top...



stanislavtihohod 

This thing looks dangerous. Like a guillotine 
of some sort. Had anyone's had been cut off 
with such elevator?
UK31337

What  if  it  breaks  down while  you're  at  the 
top?
kidwithcoolroom1 

Why isn't there any lights inside?
gobgobcachoo

or someone would be too fat & get stuck XD
 
kaalkop 

what if u dont get off on the last stop?
smokemadbong

what if you fall half way in it and half way out 
and get cut in half
adamloppe 

And  what  happens  when  the  car  turns 
around if youre still in it?
adamloppe

What  happens  if  someone  gets  caught  in 
between? Do they stop automatically?
ZX2ManDave

I´ve never heard of these before in my life! 
That looks so fun!


